SIGNALFUSION™

Connecting diﬀerent events to tell the whole story.

Threats don’t always look like threats. Individual events aren’t always clear indicators that a threat is present,
especially when a threat has never been seen before or seems like legitimate employee activity. Security analysts
currently spend days trying to ﬁgure out which other events may be related, so they can accurately assess the
criticality and recommend an eﬀective incident response action. What might seem like a low severity alert on the
surface, might actually be a grave security threat when examined within the context of related alerts and behaviors.
However, there are usually so many alerts from disparate systems that security analysts don’t always have enough
time to determine how each one may relate to the others to accurately gauge the risk to the business, which means
that potentially critical threats are missed.
The E8 Security Fusion Platform connects seemingly isolated alerts and behaviors from diﬀerent security systems
into a uniﬁed view with its Signal Fusion™ technology, so that analysts see the full series of events and can quickly
determine whether a critical threat is present, providing them with the conclusive evidence they need to act.
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Signal Fusion uses the identity of the device and user to create a timeline of related behaviors, and for each behavior detected, it presents a list of entities who have acted in similar ways. This makes it simple for security analysts
to understand whether those behaviors indicate a critical threat, and assess the scope of aﬀected assets. Signal
Fusion enables security analysts to:
• Quickly understand which alerts are related, which are critical, and which are not
• Eliminate redundancy and duplicated eﬀorts
• Focus resources more eﬀectively on investigating and responding to critical threats
Security analysts increase their eﬀectiveness and response speed while decreasing the amount of work they need
to do, eliminating the long investigative process. By correlating diﬀerent alerts and behaviors without the limitations of manually-written correlation rules, analysts are automatically shown the series of related actions that took
place and when. Signal Fusion empowers security analysts to rapidly respond to critical threats, no matter how
stealthy, before real damage is done.
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Signal Fusion presents a timeline of related events from diﬀerent endpoint,
user, and network sources, so analysts understand the full story of exactly
what’s happened.

See other users and devices exhibiting similar behavior to understand
the scope.

E8 Security is transforming security operations by automating the learning of user and device behaviors to discover malicious activity unknown to security
analysts, resulting in improved alert quality and accelerated investigations to make security operations more proactive. E8 Security raises the bar, as the
ﬁrst behavioral analytics vendor to make it easier for security teams to quickly identify unknown threat behaviors across endpoints, users and networks.
The E8 Security Fusion Platform provides a focused view of the network, so that analysts can quickly see hidden threats and know where to spend their
time, reducing the investigation time from hours to minutes. In short, E8 Security helps security teams to detect, hunt, and respond by recognizing what is
normal in their network so they can quickly respond to what is not. E8 Security is headquartered in Silicon Valley and is funded by Strategic Cyber Ventures,
March Capital Partners, Allegis Capital and The Hive. Find out more at www.e8security.com.
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